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OAK TREE TIMES
All The News That’s Fit For Camp

Lots O’ Pups
Welcome to the sixth year of Lots O’ Pups, CAAP’s leading

(and possibly only) canine-specific column! Naturally, I

googled “dog” for inspiration, and amongst articles vividly

describing dog-related violence, there was some good news!

Three weeks ago, Lulu, a blind and old Golden Retriever, ran

away from her home in Alaska.

According to NBC News, her family

desperately searched for her,

praying that their best friend would

return, knowing that she would

struggle to survive, given her lack of

vision. Finally, on Thursday, a

construction crew found what

appeared to be a bear near a river,

but they soon discovered that it was a suffering and

emaciated dog. The thoughtful workers returned Lulu to her

family, all of whom immediately began to cry, finally reunited

with their dog after weeks of searching. The next day, Lulu

could already walk, and she’s been steadily recovering and is

now happier than ever.

At a recent outdoor Rhode Island

wedding, Colonel, an adorable dog, was

feeling a bit left out. Naturally, as

shown in a viral video on ABC News, he

sprinted down the aisle, pounced on the

groom’s chest, and knocked over the

microphone stand, causing the bride

and officiant to erupt in laughter.

Evidently, this marriage will bring years

of joy to the bride and groom.

I hope you enjoyed this dopamine boost! Feel free to leave

questions, requests, or topic suggestions in my folder outside

of the OTT room. Thanks for reading!

TAG!
Hi Everyone! Thanks so much to Sammy for
tagging me! My name is Ben, and my pronouns
are he/him. This is my 12th year at CAAP, and my
first year as a counselor. As a counselor, I teach
Video Comedy, Lights & Sound, and Stagecraft. I
go to Emerson College in Boston, with a major in
Theatre Design and Technology. Outside of
theatre and video, I enjoy video games, reading,
and hanging out with my family and friends. A fun
fact about me is that I once met Red Sox player
Dustin Pedroia and had no idea who he was until
later! That's all for me! I tag Abby Kaufman!

Chapter 6 Ollie

I walked home with Will and Phoenix. I dropped off

Will and Phoenix at their house. I was almost home

when I saw a fox.

“Come here boy, it's ok” I gestured to the fox.

“You must have come  from the fire” I mostly

said to myself.

He growled, I gave him a bit of my food. He ate it and

then immediately fell asleep. I picked up the fox and

walked home, not knowing what my parents would

think. Luckily when I got home my parents were

asleep, so I put the fox in the backyard with a box I

got from my room. I put some grass, leaves and

twigs in the box and put the fox in the box and closed

the top. I poked some holes in the box and left going

into the house.-Emily Dean
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UPCOMING CITs VS COUNSELORS BATTLE DAY #7
If you didn’t read this section in the last article, here’s a quick overview of the CITs Vs. Counselors

Battle:

This article might be the �rst time you are hearing about this battle, between the infamous CITs and

Counselors. Many more details of this have not been established yet, including what this battle will

include. It may be a game of capture the �ag, a fun dance o�, or a sweaty basketball game. You will be

hearing the inside scoop of some Counselors’ thoughts on this critical face-o�. Counselors that are not

mentioned in this article will come up in the next articles, and more information will follow.

We have already talked about Charlotte, Cyrenity, David Flick, Nevena, and Josh. On to the rest of

the counselors!

1. First up we have… Kevin! Kevin’s unconventional strengths include the fact that he speaks

the Irish Gaelic language and plays an unusual instrument known as the hammered dulcimer.

His weaknesses include his slow thinking (especially in some social situations) and potato

chips. His weapon of choice would be his zen mind sword (the ability to focus on the task at

hand and be in the present). Good luck to Kevin in this high-stakes battle!🤞

2. Second we have Yael! Yael’s strengths include their silliness as well as their expertise in ice

hockey, rollerblading, and ice skating. Their weaknesses include that they are constantly

tired and spacey. Their weapon of choice would be the bass (the instrument, not the �sh).

Good luck to Yael in this high-stakes battle!🤞

3. Third we have Bella! Bella’s strengths include the fact that she can reach things on the top

shelf and is gay. Her weaknesses include that she has bad hips and cries easily. Her weapon

of choice would be a camera. Good luck to Bella in this high-stakes battle!🤞

4. Fourth we have Nick! Nick’s unique strengths include ten years of training in martial arts, ten

years of experience in various sports, his speed, his strength, and his loud voice. His

weaknesses include overwhelming anxiety, his defensiveness, and his sensitivity. His weapon

of choice would be a lightsaber (great choice). Good luck to Nick in this high-stakes battle!🤞

5. Fifth we have Clay! Their strengths include their sense of humor. However, their weakness is

getting grumpy. Their weapon of choice would be their wit. Good luck to Clay in this

high-stakes battle!🤞

6. Second to last we have Jenna! Jenna’s strengths include her expertise in sewing,

interpersonal communication, and con�ict resolution, as well as her lack of allergies.
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However, she hates con�ict and will stop whatever she’s doing to pet a cat. Her weapon of

choice would be the Pin Wand. (go to the Costumes room to see) Good luck to Jenna in this

high-stakes battle!🤞

7. Next, we have Ben R. (a.k.a. Ren B.) His weaknesses are the fact that he’s really not self

con�dent and super gullible. He also has bad editing skills (but Jasper [the camper] made him

say that [proof of gullibility]). His strengths are the fact that he exists and his stagecraft

skills. He’s also not that bad at acting… His weapon of choice is a sawzall, and I quote, “It’s

that thing that campers aren’t allowed to use.” Good luck to Ren/Ben in this high-stakes

battle!🤞

8. Next up, we have Silvie! Her weaknesses include her insomnia and timeliness. Her strengths

include her organization and ability to build �res. Good luck to Silvie in this high-stakes

battle!🤞

9. Third to last, we have Akiva! Their weaknesses include their neck, shoulder, and hips. Their

strengths include their lower back lats and emotional fortitude. Their weapon of choice is

waterbending. Good luck to Akiva in this high-stakes battle!🤞

10. Second to last, we have Lillian! Her strengths include her amazing physical arm strength and

Bananagrams and pogo stick skills. She’s lactose intolerant and is allergic to metal as her

weaknesses. Her weapon of choice is a jet ski. Good luck to Lillian in this high-stakes

battle!🤞

11. Finally, Noelle! Her weaknesses are the fact that she needs lots of sleep to function

properly-zzzZZZzzzZZZzzzZZZZZZzzz and the fact that she has a limp. Her strengths are

the fact that she’s super optimistic, a hard worker, and encouraging. Good luck to Noelle in

this high-stakes battle!🤞

That’s enough for today! Thank you to all the counselors for this wonderful information. Remember,

more interviews will come in up-coming articles. Stay tuned fans!

We hope you’ve enjoyed this immaculate article!

🖤 Phoenix, Henry, & Co.
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The History of Pizza
Did you know that foods similar to pizza have been created for
over 7,000 years? People have been baking bread for a long
time and there are accounts of people adding toppings to the
baked bread to make it taste better. Over time, people started
toppings like cheese and vegetables. Some foods invented
before modern pizza are pizzarelle and plakous.

Raffaele Esposito was considered to be the founder of
modern pizza. He was one of the best pizza-makers in Naples.
In 1889, Queen Margherita of Savoy asked Raffaele Esposito
to make him a pizza. He made Queen Margherita of Savoy
three pizzas, and one of the pizzas contained tomatoes,
mozzarella cheese, and basil. The three foods symbolized the
colors of the Italian flag, which are red, white, and green. The
queen liked that pizza a lot, so Raffaele Esposito named the
pizza “Pizza Margherita”.

This is a picture of the Italian flag.

It was not the first time that this particular pizza had
been created, but it certainly boosted the popularity of pizza.
Now, pizza is one of the world’s most popular foods. There are
many new types of pizza that have been created in the years
following such as Hawaiian pizza, which has pineapples and
ham on it along with tomato sauce and cheese. Hawaiian pizza
was actually invented in Canada. White clam pizza is very
popular in New England. Like the name suggests, it has clams
on it. There are 687 types of pizza.

This is a picture of Hawaiian pizza.
Sources:

1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raffaele_Esposito

2. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pizza

3. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_pizza

4. https://www.pizzarecipe.org/different-types-of-pizza/

Pictures:
1. http://www.flags-and-anthems.com/flag-italy.html

2. https://www.jessicagavin.com/hawaiian-pizza/

Current Events
with Anonymouse

This week we have several upcoming
events. Tuesday the 26th is Dress
Like a Staff Member Day!!! Look
around at all the counselors, CITs, Kippys
and Staceys and find one to dress up as!
Wear their signature vibe or something that
they wear all the time! (ect. Glasses, a hat, a
staff pin). You could even coordinate
outfits! We’ll be looking forward to seeing
how you take on your staff!

Friday the 29th is Festival
Day!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! All of the performing arts
are doing presentations!!! If your parents
don’t know about this (HOW COULD
THEY!!!) or aren’t planning to come (HOW
COULD THEY!!!), you should definitely
convince them to come! Most of the classes
are showing off what they did, and it would
be such a bummer if your guardians didn't
see what you did all summer. Bring anybody,
and we’re looking forward to seeing all your
hard work!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raffaele_Esposito
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pizza
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_pizza
https://www.pizzarecipe.org/different-types-of-pizza/
http://www.flags-and-anthems.com/flag-italy.html
https://www.jessicagavin.com/hawaiian-pizza/
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hi. nobody’s put any
CAAP-tions in my folder. i’m so
sad. please please please
please will somebody put
something in there? i’ll even
make a prize. just in case you
don’t know what the
CAAP-tion contest is, you put a
caption (with your name on it) in the
green Grrlock Holmes folder outside
of room 314 for this picture.
**OTT members can put CAAP-tions in, but then they

can’t vote for theirs.

------
The Completely Normal Caap News Column
By Clown Car Full Of Rats

Hello, readers! Welcome back to the Completely Normal CAAP
News Column! How were your weekends? Well, now it’s time for your
weekend-ends. Happy Monday! We have some news for today, readers,
and it sure is news. Over the weekend, after CIT Appreciation Day, all
CITs left the building in fear of being unappreciated. Now, the entire CAAP
CIT Economy will collapse.

In other news, the chromebooks in the OTT room have joined
forces with the laptops in the computer room to form an artificial
consciousness to take over the building. Electrical appliances have begun
to malfunction, with fluorescent lights flashing and projectors playing (ugh)
YouTube Kids. A horrifying reality for us all. In the midst of this chaos, the
OTT Shark and Narwhal have escaped! Please report any sightings to the
United States Shark and Narwhal Collection Agents stationed at the front
desk.

Now, for the CAAP Fun Fact Science Corner! Did you know? The
country of Evil Sweden has been secretly controlling American politics
since the year 1925 when Calvin Coolidge made a deal with the former
ruler of Evil Sweden, Joris Bohnson, to send all excess vending machines
to the Park School. This, in return, would allow the ruler of Evil Sweden to
choose the winner of every election since then. Because this fun fact is
classified information and I have released it to the public, I am now on the
run. To all government officials or federal agents reading this: I am not
residing in the basement of the Park School. You will not find me there.

Well, readers, it appears that this is the end of the Completely
Normal CAAP News Column for today. I hope you all are excited for
festival day! Either way, readers, I will see you next time. Goodbye!

A short story from Island Azalea

The Bird’s Appearance
Written by Maia Sullivan

Cold claws clamp my shoulder, like
icy stone from atop the crystalline
palace. I look into the eyes of a giant
majestic bird, the likes of which I
have never seen. “Who are you?”
Escapes my mouth, preventing my
other question: “What ARE you?” Not
expecting an answer I am surprised to
hear it respond. “It does not matter
who I am. We have little time.
Come.” I find that I am calmed by its
deep soothing voice, delicate and
precise, unlike its talons, now digging
deep into my shoulder’s flesh.
“Come.” It repeats. “To where?” I
find myself asking. “For I am trapped
as a caged bird. I cannot fly like you. I
doubt you can support my weight. I
am much too heavy for a bird to
carry.” Instead of a look of
realization, the bird seems to smile.
“I have no wish to carry you, for you
can carry yourself across these vast
oceans. I see you have many doubts.
Allow me to show you a way around
them, in time.” The bird turns, flying
straight through the bars. This is an
accurate description on my part,
because it seemed to phase right
through the metal bars. As the bird
disappears into the mist, the sun
setting in the distance, I ask myself
quietly. “Are you real?”
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Crossword 5 answers

Bbob
street news
55 Main avenue
Termite infestation
At a nearby summer art camp called
CAAP or Creative Arts At Park.
Here we are at Creative Arts at Park
to interview some staff and campers
about what it's like in a crisis. First,
we asked Lillian, a first year
counselor
here at CAAP. Lilian replied they’re
cute. Now, we ask a young camper
called
Ellie. He's in groupie 2 and he said
like Lillian they’re little cuties. Now
we ask a relatively young camper
named Georgia Anne. She is in
groupie 5. She said that termites are
cute and she's not worried about the
termites and how they're tearing
apart the building bit by bit. This one
is very important. Well at least Haley
says so. This is what she said. “This
is very real and not fake people,
need to start listening. This is a big
threat.”
Well CAAP better start fighting this

problem before it gets out of hand.
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The 41s� CA�� �r�� Fes����l S��ed��� - Jul� 29, 2022

MUSICAL: Into the Woods – Thursday & Friday at 7:30pm -  Park Theater

9:00 AM – OPENING CEREMONY – Front Circle of Main Building
Parents and visitors gather in the Front Circle – Campers gather in the Courtyard

9:15 AM – ART GALLERY OPENING – CAAP Lobby

**(Courtyard rain location will be in the Racearound)

Per���m���es
9:30  – 10:30 Jr. Musical, “Newsies”, Theater
9:30  – 10:15  a-CAAP-ella, Courtyard
10:30– 11:00 Hocus Pocus, Room 409
10:15 – 12:00, Room 432

Dynamite Drama (10:15-11:00)
Broadway Bound (11:15-11:30)
Mini Musical (11:40-12:00)

11:00 – 11:45 Pop Singing, Courtyard
11:20 – 11:50 Actors Workshop, Room 432
11:50 – 12:10 Guitar Workshop & Instrumental Improv, Courtyard
12:15 – 1:00 Dance Concert, Theater
1:00  –  1:30 Songwriting, Courtyard
1:00 –   1:30 Acting for the Camera, Room 312
1:30 –   2:00 Groove School, Courtyard
1:30 –   2:15 That’s So Sketchy, Theater
1:30 –   2:00 Video Comedy, Room 312
2:00 –   2 :30 Karate Demonstration – Big Gym
2:00 –   2:30 CAAP Studio Productions, Room 312
2:30 –   3:00 Dungeons & Dragons-Battle of the Bands, Room 310
3:00 –   4:00 Rebel Rockers and Rock Band, Theat
3:30 –   4:00 Video Comedy (encore), Room 312

Ar� ~ Wri���g ~ Pho�� ~ Com����r S�o�c����
Art & Photo Gallery: CAAP Lobby, 9:15am-3pm
Reading Room:  Room 207, 9:15am-3pm
Computer Lab: Room 316, 9:30am-12pm
Oak Tree Times (OTT) & Writing: Room 314, 9:30-1pm
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